
Event Quick Guide for Team Admins
CalTopo/SARTopo events are used to give map access and SARTopo resources to  mutual aid 
responders in large incidents outside the scope of your team.

1. Team Managers or Admins go to Team Admin page via the map viewer and clicking on 
their username then the team button.

a. Go to the events tab, 
create new event. 
Name the event,.
Click Create to finish. 

b. Click the name of the 
event in the list to go to the 
page to manage it.

c. Under the membership tab, create a code to give access 
to the team. Update permission is the most common.

d. Use the code to allow users to join the 
team event. Share the link, or print the 
QR code and users can scan it with their 
mobile app.

Create additional codes with other 
permission levels as necessary.
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2. Create the mission map, and move it to the Event map set. 
There are two ways to do this:

3. Set your responders up for success
● Give them the link/qr code. Include this in your IAP and/or post it around the IC. Be 

cautious of media or others gaining access this way as well.
● Also provide the following documents to your field teams:

- Join Events explains how to join the event account.
- Using the app for the mission explains how to find the mission map, download base 

layers, and record a track to the map.
- Create a third document in which you 

- Include the relevant QR code to join the event. 
- Explain which layers to download. 
- Explain if you want tracks recorded and how to label them. For example, 

assignment letters-team number- position on team such as AA101a.
-

The following is covered in the documents above that you are giving to your responders. It 
is repeated here for clarity.

If they are entirely new to SARTopo, have them download the CalTopo app from the Play 
Store or App Store. When they open the app, there is a QR button in the top right of the very first 
screen. They should click that to join the event as a guest. Provide a methodology for how they 
should name their guest account. IE Smith-CountyFire-## or their radio call sign.

If they have an EXISTING SARTopo user account and are familiar with using it, have them 
login to SARTopo as usual, then go to the three-bar (hamburger) menu in the top left corner, then 
tap on Scan QR code. 

When first saving the map, use 
the drop down menu below the 
Map Name input field to set the 
map as belonging to the event.

Or, move the map via Your Data. Open Your Data, view the 
Your Maps Tab, and use the dropdown menu next to the map 
name to move it to the event.

NOTE: Members of your own team 
automatically get access to all event maps. 
They do not need to join the event.


